
The Effects of Cognitive
Apprenticeship on Students'
Scientific Explanations

1. Do middle school SWLDs or ELs show growth in their
scientific reasoning after intervention, as shown by their
ability to construct scientific explanations?

2. Do middle school SWLDs or ELs show growth in
domain-general aspects of their writing after receiving
instruction on writing explanations?

Research Questions

Preparing students to learn
Clearly defining the lesson objectives
Building background knowledge about mechanistic explanations
Generating hypothesis, using specific forms of speech to
represent entities and activities

Teacher modeling
Discussing the goal of instruction
Sharing well-written explanations
Procedural facilitation (figure 1 attached below)
Modeling how to evaluate writing by checking the progress-
monitoring chart (rocket chart attached below)
Explaining how the order of language parts helped organize and
structure an explanation

Supporting students’ practice
Checking writing together by recording the number of criteria
met on progress-monitoring chart and revising

Independent practice

What is a Cognitive Apprenticeship
Approach to Instruction? 

Researchers examined the effect of cognitive

apprenticeship with contextualized language

instruction on students with LD (SWLD) and

English Learner’s (EL) ability to compose

scientific explanations using a multiple-probe,

multiple-baseline single-case design.

The Study

6 middle school students (3 in each subgroup) participated in ten 30-

minute sessions in an after-school program. After instruction, SWLDs and

ELs had similar gains. They wrote better explanations (quality of their

causal and mechanistic reasoning), grammatical and lexical sophistication,

and holistic writing.

What is Experimental
Design and Analysis? 

Multiple-baseline designs: use longitudinal data
and deliver instruction at staggered intervals to
allow for a functional (causal) relation to be
exhibited to evaluate effects of intervention
Measure of scientific reasoning (causal and
mechanistic reasoning): 8-point rubric (De La Paz
& Levin, 2018) relating entities (things that play
roles in producing the phenomenon) and activities
(various processes where these entities engage)

Domain-general aspects of writing: 4-point rubric
Grammatical sophistication: syntactic complexity (use of coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions), depth of elaboration (number of sentences)
Lexical sophistication: specificity of content words, number of different
specific words, number of words longer than seven letters
Holistic writing quality: 6-point rubric considering writer’s ideas and the
explanation’s development, organization, coherence, quality of sentence
structure, vocabulary
Length: word count for writing productivity

Research Findings
Students’ causal and mechanistic reasoning

improved substantially after instruction.

Students' learning English improved

substantially after instruction on

grammatical complexity.

All students maintained improved levels of

holistic quality 2 weeks after instruction

ended.

Both groups of students wrote slightly less

during maintenance, but the average was

still substantially more than during baseline.

This study provides further evidence that teachers should meet the challenges

of students with language or learning difficulties by providing structured time

and opportunities to:

(a) model their own thinking while constructing explanations for scientific

phenomena,

(b) invite students to engage in discussions about scientific phenomenon,

(c) write evidence-based explanations and arguments, and

(d) encourage students to engage in collaborative practice critiquing scientific

explanations.

Implications
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